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Main features of Qucs-S package
Qucs-S 0.0.19 is the first release of the Qucs-S: unofficial spin-off of Qucs. Main
features:
Ngspice, XYCE, SpiceOpus, and Qucsator user-selectable backends;
Backward compatible with Qucs by the component types and simulations
Direct support of SPICE models from components datasheets. SPICE model
could be added to schematic without any adaptation.
Basic SPICE components: RCL, BJT, MOSFET, JFET, MESFET, switches;
Advanced SPICE components: B-sources and RCLs, transmission lines;
Direct support of SPICE Modelcards, SPICE sections (.IC, .NODESET);
Parametric circuits (.PARAM) and SPICE postrprocessor (Nutmeg)
Basic (DC, AC, TRAN) and advanced (DISTO, NOISE) SPICE simulations;
Single-tone and Multitone Harmonic balanace analysis with XYCE backend;
Script simulations: Nutmeg script and XYCE script;
Qucs-S subproject website: https://ra3xdh.github.io/
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The look of Qucs-S main window
JFET mixer simulation with Qucs-S. Nutmeg script is used for spectrum
analysis.
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Qucs-S binary packages
Debian packages are available here:
http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/home:/ra3xdh/
Windows Installer: https://github.com/ra3xdh/qucs/releases/download/0.
0.19S/qucs-0.0.19S-setup.zip
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New extended EDD
The original Qucs EDD had only 8 maximum branches allowed. It was extended
up to 20 maximum branches to enable construction of more complex compact
models.
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EDD and XSPICE model equations
EDD could be described by the following equations set
Current equations:
I1 = f1(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) (1)
. . .
IN = fN(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) (2)
Charge equations:
Q1 = h1(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) (3)
. . .
QN = hN(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) (4)
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XSPICE model equation set
XSPICE model equation set:
Current equations with capacitance addition:
I1 = f1(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) +
∂Q1(V )
∂V1
· dV1
dt
(5)
. . .
IN = fN(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) +
∂QN(V )
∂VN
· dVN
dt
(6)
Partial derivatives of current:
∂I1
∂V1
=
∂
∂V1
· f1(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) +
∂Q1(V )
∂V1
· dt (7)
. . .
∂IN
∂VN
=
∂
∂VN
· fN(V1, . . . ,VN , I1, . . . , IN) +
∂QN(V )
∂VN
· dt (8)
AC gain matrix
(GAC ) =
 G11 · · · GN1... . . . ...
G1N · · · GNN
 (9)
Gij =
∂Ii
∂Vj
+ jYij (10)
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XSPICE ”turn-key” model generation compiler system dataflow diagram
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Main features of the XSPICE CodeModel synthesizer
Main features:
Synthesize XSPICE C-code
and interface description
from EDD schematic view;
Access to code synthesizer
from right-click on the EDD
component;
Synthesizer generates a pair
of MOD and IFS files from a
single EDD;
Automatic recognition of
model parameters and
dependent variables;
Automatic symbolic
computation of partial
derivatives and AC gain
matrix using Ginac
embedded CAS library;
XSPICE synthesizer context menu
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The structure of the XSPICE models synthesizer
Ginac http://www.ginac.de/ library is used for symbolic computation of partial
derivatives and AC gain matrix;
Interface description file (*.IFS) is generated from subcircuit symbol or from the
EDD and attached equations;
Model description (C-code *.MOD) is generated from individual EDDs;
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Tunnel diode XSPICE model
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Two-port testbench model: vacuum triode
Triode is one of the simplest possible compact models. Triode equations:
Igrid = 0 (11)
Iplate =
1
Kg
(
Vgrid +
Vplate
µ
)1.5
(12)
Model parameters are: µ, Kg , Cgrid , and Cplate ;
Additional equations are required to implement XSPICE model (two partial
derivatives and AC gain matrix):
gplate =
∂Iplate
∂Vplate
=
1.5
µKg
√
Vplate
µ
+ Vgrid (13)
gp.k. =
∂Iplate
∂Vgrid
=
1.5
Kg
√
Vplate
µ
+ Vgrid (14)
(GAC ) =
(
jωCg gp.k.
0 gplate + jωCplate
)
(15)
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Triode EDD implementation and auto-generated XSPICE Code
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Fowler-Nordheim diode model
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.FUNC entry: user-defined SPICE functions
.FUNC pseudo-component is placed at the ”SPICE specific section group”
.FUNC entries prepend components description in the auto-generated netlist
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.FUNC entry: user-defined SPICE functions
Diode model implementation with Ngspice and limexp() function:
I = Is
(
exp
(
V
NVt
)
− 1
)
(16)
Schematic and auto-generated SPICE netlist:
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Include scripts: run some SPICE code before components initialized
Include scripts allow to place some custom SPICE code (parameters, options,
function definitions) before components initialization and edit this code manually.
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Conclusion: Plans for future
Possible new directions in XSPICE synthesizer development:
Synthesize a more complex XSPICE models: EKV, GaN HEMT, etc.;
A new generation of components: source based components. The
C-source is dynamically synthesized and compiled before the simulation;
Link symbolic computations libraries to XSPICE kernel: perform symbolic
computations at simulation time;
Extend a library pre-synthesized XSPICE models shipped with Qucs-S
(currently having the tunnel diode library).
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Conclusion: Plans for future
Plans for the next Qucs-S 0.0.20 release:
Include an XSPICE code synthesizer;
The support for .FUNC and Include scripts;
Improvements in XYCE support: new components and .SENS analysis;
Ngspice digital library;
Synchronize code base with mainline Qucs and bugfixing;
Release date scheduled: Summer 2017;
Source code available at:
Stable and release candidates:
https://github.com/ra3xdh/qucs/tree/qucs-s-stable
Development branch:
https://github.com/ra3xdh/qucs/tree/spice4qucs_current
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